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In 2001, Cindy Colangelo was the VP of Business Development for a 
busy real estate firm.  She worked long hours, cared for her family 
and volunteered in her community.  During a routine mammogram 
doctors discovered that Cindy had developed DCIS (ductal 
carcinoma in situ), a common, non-invasive breast cancer.  Cindy 
continued working through her lumpectomy and radiation. 
 

Eight years later another mammogram revealed a new lump in her 
other breast.  A biopsy showed that it was cancer, again; this time 
the tumor was HER2+.  Doctors assured Cindy that as before, the 
cancer was caught early and the outlook was promising. Cindy 
opted for a double mastectomy.  After surgeries, chemotherapy, 
radiation treatment and traztuzumab Cindy’s doctor told her, “Have 
a great life!” 
 

On New Year’s Eve, not even a year after breast reconstruction 
surgeries were complete, Cindy found another lump. After having 
both breasts removed, she was confident that it couldn’t be breast 
cancer.  When she met with the doctor, it was obvious from his 
concern that something was very wrong.  She was horrified to learn 
that the cancer had returned and that it had metastasized (spread) 
to her clavicle and lungs.  Cindy believed she was protected from 
ever having to face breast cancer again by her previous surgeries.  
Upon recalling the news that the cancer had metastasized, Cindy 
says, “I don’t know that I really understood  the gravity of it at that 
point.”   
 

Cindy received a second opinion at a major cancer center.  The 
oncologist was straightforward, telling her, “your treatment options 
are not good.  This is not a sprint.  This is going to be a marathon 
and it is not good.”  That was the first time anyone had articulated 
the seriousness of her prognosis. 
 

Since that meeting Cindy has 
participated in three clinical 
trials, including a trial for   
TDM-1.  When a friend asked if 
she was scared about trying 
new drugs Cindy said the 
thought never crossed her 

mind.   She has been very closely monitored during each clinical trial 
and she continues to keep her eyes open for clinical studies she may 
be eligible to participate in. 

The Susan G. Komen for the Cure® promise is to save lives and end breast cancer forever. 
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“When I hear that people 
have been living with 

metastatic disease for five, 
ten or twenty years, I think, 
‘Look at where we’ve come 
and where we are now.  I’m 

that far ahead of the 
game.’  Through research 
and clinical studies we’ve 

been able to gather 
information and make the 
future better. I feel like I 

am in the right time.” 

Chronicles of Hope: Cindy Colangelo  

The Chronicles of Hope are the real life stories of those helped by Komen for the Cure’s 
commitment to the care, research and understanding of breast cancer. These are their—and our—stories.  

“Knowing there is a chance that 
something might work and you 
might be able to contribute for 
the future, you do it.”  
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 Faith has always been a big part of Cindy’s life and her church 
community very quickly rallied around the family. Cindy laughs 
as she remembers when she was preparing a meal for someone 
in need at her church while at the same time, another family 
was bringing food for her.  “People really want to help.  I’ve 
always been so independent and we’ve always been the ones 
doing things for others. To be able to receive that, and to feel 
okay about receiving it was a really big step,” Cindy says. 
 

Cindy’s other major source of support are the men in her life.  Her husband and two sons have been 
there every step of the way.  Cindy believes that sharing her journey with her kids was the right thing 
to do. “They know; and it’s helped them, too.  When you know that you may not have another year—
you enjoy and you don’t get caught up in the little stuff.” Her husband and eldest son have 
accompanied her on doctor visits, cheered her along the 3-Day walk and helped with various 
fundraisers.  Her younger son brought her fight to school during breast cancer awareness month, 
bringing armbands and raising money.  His friends even wore pink socks to a football game in Cindy’s 
honor.    
 

In contrast to a decade ago, Cindy reports that she has slowed down, “I am trying to reduce the 
pressure in my life. I still work. I still love it and I’m keeping busy.” She has time for her son’s school 
events, consults with local non-profits and volunteers when she feels up to it.  
 

When asked what the best advice she received has been she remembers, “One of my doctors said, 
‘Do not look at statistics. You are not a statistic. Don’t look at them.’  That really impacted me.” 

 

As for advice she gives, Cindy says, 
“Always have hope. When people try 
to take away that hope it angers me.”  
Along with hope, Cindy strongly 
recommends having faith and taking 
action. 
 

INVOLVEMENT WITH KOMEN 
Cindy first became involved with Komen by participating in the Race for the Cure in the mid-80s.  She 

had no idea what a personal cause it would become.  She is part of the Dallas Affiliate Speaker’s 

Bureau and she has participated in the 3 Day for two years.  In addition, Cindy was a narrator in the 

Sing for the Cure event.  She says that “the story of Nancy Brinker’s dedication to impact breast 

cancer strikes a chord with me as I have 4 sisters and would like to think I would do the same to honor 

them.” 
 

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES  

Breast cancer diagnosis, treatment and survivorship is a complex experience. Medical jargon and lack 

of information can exacerbate an already frightening experience.  Susan G. Komen has developed a 

wide array of educational materials to help breast cancer patients and their caregivers become 

informed advocates for themselves and their loved ones during this stressful time.  Please visit 

Understanding Breast Cancer at komen.org for more information.  There is a section specifically 

dedicated to metastatic disease.  We also welcome you to review Komen’s research portfolio  and 

research specifically focused on metastasis. 
 

For any and all things relating to breast health, breast cancer or Susan G. Komen, please call  

1-877-GO-KOMEN (1-877-465-6636).   

 

“Action means that we’ve got to be our own 
advocates. You go to see the doctor and you receive 
expertise, but you need to question, too; and you 
need to look at other options; and you need to  be 

open and aware; and you need to educate yourself.” 

July 2012 

“Cancer is not a blessing; I 
would not wish it on anyone, but 
it has brought blessings along 
the line.  I have more good days 
than bad days... many more 
good days.“  
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